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1 of 1 review helpful Welken is back By Barbara Warren Lisbeth Neferti her brother Bennu their friends Angie and 
her brother Len live in Skinner Oregon Known as the Misfits they have the ability to make magical trips to Welken see 
book one The Welkening Lisbeth is having nightmares that are so real and so horrible they leave her reeling with 
despair Suddenly strange things begin to happen and the four are called What if the fabric of our world were stretching 
or tearing or getting thinner and we could step through that veil into another world It s been a month since the Misfits 
four friends who like to commiserate were catapulted out of their adventures in the land of Welken and back into an 
ordinary summer in the small town of Skinner Oregon Mysterious reminders of those exciting days begin popping up 
everywhere A mountain lio About the Author Dr Gregory Spencer is professor of communication studies at Westmont 
College in Southern California He specializes in rhetorical theory and criticism religious rhetoric and media ethics Dr 
Spencer s teaching has been noted for its c 
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